
 

RS BARCELONA: INTENSE LIVING PRODUCTS AT 
DOWNTOWN DESIGN  
 
RS Barcelona shows its playful and sleek RS2 dining table, You and Me ping pong 
table and Ombra stool collection in Dubai.  
 
RS Barcelona will be in Downtown Design in Dubai. They will unveil part of its intense living 
collection. Once again, the brand shows its commitment to the spirit of spontaneity and 
curiosity it transmits through all its products, an attitude that they call stayplayful.  
 
You and Me ping pong table 

You and Me ping pong table, designed by Antoni 
Pallejà Office, is an impeccable design ping pong 
table like you've never seen before. And it is also 
an elegant dining or conference table, with sleek 
and minimal lines and a warm and playful look that 
suits any setting. It's a piece that transforms any 
space with it's playful attitude. 
There’s a place for everything with a You and Me. 
There’s a place for family meals and dinners with 
lots of friends. There’s a place for work meetings 
at the office. And, naturally, there’s a place for 
playing ping pong. It’s available in HPL top for indoor and outdoor use with a more sporty look 
and in wooden top for elegant or stylish environments. Because this sport can also be enjoyed 
on wood. 
Three sizes are available: Standard, with the standard dimensions of a ping pong table; 
Medium-220; and Small-180, suitable for tighter spaces. 
 
RS2 dining table 

RS2 dining table is a rather unusual dining table; it's a 
converted foosball table. In fact, it's both things at 
once: a foosball table and a dining table. You can use it 
for eating, playing, for eating while you play or for 
playing while you eat. It's up to you. 
The idea is both simple and original. We've placed a 
glass top on our classic and hard-wearing RS#2 
foosball table, turning it into a fun, foosball-themed 
dining table.  
This product is a fusion of gastronomy and design. The 
internationally renowned chef José Andrés fell in love 
with the RS2 foosball table and was keen to incorporate 
it in his culinary universe, beginning with his Jaleo 
restaurants in Washington and Las Vegas. No sooner 
said than done.    



 

RS Barcelona, in collaboration with José Andrés, launches the RS2 dining table, a 
whole new experience at the table. 
"The RS2 dining table is an extra ingredient, a special touch in many of my restaurants", says 
José Andrés. 
 
Ombra stool 
Diagonal pool table will travel to Milan with the new metal and staking Ombra stool.  
The Ombra stool, designed by Emiliana Design 
Studio, has its own place in any space: in a bar, 
restaurant, terrace, office or home. Its clean and 
elegant look, its different finishes and its wide 
range of colours, adapt to any style and 
environment. And its generous measures and 
the ergonomic shape of its seat provide a 
comfortable sitting. 
Versatility, lightness, resistance and functionality 
are, together with design, the words that best 
describe the Ombra stools. 
Whether in its tall, medium or low version, with 
or without a backrest, take your Ombra and, please, sit down. 
	
Intense living products 
It’s a way of understanding life, in which the most important thing is to look for the positive side 
of every moment and situation.  
It’s about enjoying what you do. With no limits and with no fear of venturing into unchartered 
territory. You see everything as a challenge. It’s called healthy competitiveness.  
However, despite your eagerness to improve and outdo yourself, you also know when to slow 
down and take a breather. To break up your routine. To devote time to yourself and your loved 
ones. To live life to the fullest and fill it with amazing memories.  
Memories that bring a smile to your face. Or a tear to your eye, but one of happiness. That 
remind you that life is there to be lived intensely and in company. RS Barcelona products 
accompany you, helping you to live those moments. They help you to shed those layers of 
seriousness and formality and to bring out the child with curious and excited eyes you have in 
you. They give you that last little push you need to take the great leap forward. 
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